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Today is Monday October 9.
Today misses Spencer goed up to the front
of the class and sayd to us Class one two
three one two three drop your pencil eyes
on me and then she smiled at us and
we laffed becaz her smile its so pretty.
Then misses spencer sayd Friends we are
going to have a new adition to our class he
is a new studint Everyone say hello to our
new friend ! then we all said HELLO NEW

FRIEND

but he didnt say hi back he just

standed in the front of the class and he
looked down on the flor and haved his
arms crosed and a mad face and then Misses
Spencer sayd to the new boy Why dont
you tell us your name? and misses Spencer
sayd it sooo nice she is the nicest teacher
I swear but the new boy he didnt say any
thing and he dont even look at the teacher.
So misses Spencer bended over and put

her hands on her knees and talked to him
real kuiet becase thats how she talk
to boys and girls who dont listen the frist
time. She talkd to him like that for long time
and she smile too becaus misses Spencer is
the nicest teacher in the hole wide world
but the boy he look so SO mad I dont kno
how come. But after a long time he sayd
some thing but he sayd it so kuiet that we
cudint hear him but misses Spencer heared

him and thats why she noded and smiled BIG
and she got up and standed so strait
and tall and she sayd in a big pretty voice:
Alexander HOLMES, every body!

Meet

our new friend Alexander Holmes! So we
all sayd HELLO ALEXANDER HOLMES!
and this time he sayd hi but in a not nice way
and he still haved mad face and arms crosed.
Now misses Spencer sayd to Alexander
Holmes

Alright now Alexander come on

over here to your new seat. He Stooded
there thow right in front of the class and
he didnt move so Misses Spencer sayd
again Alexander? Will you have a seat? so
he sayd some thing to his self but very
kwiet i think it was bad words maybe
and then he started to stomp his feet
and move to his seat wich it was next to
Cecelia Hammond. When he get to his seat
then Alexander look at the seat and he

stare at it a long time But He dosent sit
then he stuk out his tonge and made a realy
loud sound like this BLAAAAAAKH

PTU

it maked us all scared and it maked cecilia
screem. Misses Spencer she was by her
desk so she ask Alexander was that you?
and he sayd some thing like ATHMGAFF
so misses spencer sayed What is it Alexander
whats wrong? misses spencer she is the
nicest most smartest teacher ever ever

she waited a minet for Alexander to talk
but he standed there with his eyes closed
and his tonge out and his arms crossd
and after a long time he sayd I DONT
WANA SIT HERE! so misses Spencer askd
him why not and he say I DON’T WANA
SIT NEX TO A

GIRLLLLLLLL

wow alexander he talk so so loud he yelld
and Misses Spencer she waited she didnt
say any thing for long time then she say

to alexander in nice way but like a way that
mean she mean it she sayd Well Alexander
everyone in class has a asined seat and they
have to sit there. this is your seat and so
ther for I would like you to have a seat.
when misses Spencer sayd that to Alexander
all a suddin he close his mouth so tight and
he squeeze his hands and shaked and
his face turnd red and he sayd so loud

AAAAAAAA

WAAAAAAA

He sayd it so loud we all coverd our ears
and even some of them they put there
heads down. Misses spencer now she goed
by Alexander and standed next to him she
try to talk to him and even to mak him to
stop going WAAAAAAA but he keeped
doing that more and more and more and
then misses Spencer she tryed to take him
to the hall way but he didnt wana go he
started to cry and screem so so loud and

you kno what? Alexander Holmes that boy
he dosnt listen to the teacher at all and
he acts real bad.

Later it was time for a activaty and
Misses spencer she gived us derections
about how to fold our papers but we
cudent hear what she was saying becaz
Alexander he keeped yeling and hitting
the desk so hard with his hand and he

always taked lowder then the teacher.
She always have to stop and to say in
a nice voce Alexander? Excuse me pleas
raise your hand if you have some thing to
say We dont yell out in this class. But
when she say that alexander he only look
down and say kuiet words to his self wich
i think theyr bad words. And then he
keeped being lowd when the teacher is
saying the derections and she haved to tell

him like a milion times please stop but
he wont stop. Then FINLY he stoped I think
he was tired. so then Misses spencer sayd
Now boys and girls, if you folded your
paper crecly you should see four squares.
my Paper it haved four squares. Then she
sayd Now in the FIRST square write your
name. Misses Spencer she is so nice she
likes green and likes to ride horsies. She
is realy pretty. I write my name in the

frist square then she sayd OK now in the
SECEND square write in your hair coler.
So I used the brown cran to write BROWN
becaz that is my hair coler. Misses spencer
loked at my paper and she sayd GOOD JOB
I love misses Spencer. But then when she
comed to Alexander she sayd Alexander
how come your paper is riped up and rinkled
like this? and what are all of these
scribles? And then I donno what he sayd

but it sounded like GRAOWGA so then
misses Spencer she taked the red cran
from his hand and she put her face close
to his face becaz that mean he have to
listen or he will get in big Troble she sayd
Alexander? Stop! you are not listening.
Alexander sayd to her STOPPPP LEAVE ME
ALONE so misses Spencer sayd You need to
follow derection like the rest of the class. So
here is a new sheet of paper and I even

folded it for you alredy Now write your
name in the frist box and your hair coler
in the secend box. But this boy Alexander
Holmes he so CRAZY! Misses spencer have
to say it like a towsend times befor he
dood it. Then when he dood it Misses
Spencer taked the paper and sayd Why did
you write RED in the secend box? and
Alexander didint anser he never anser the
first time ever ever.Misses Spencer sayd

you were suposed to rite your hair color
in the secend box. You wrote red but your
hair its not red. Alexander sayd YES YES
I HAVE RED HIAR and misses spencer sayd
No you do not Alexander Your hair is NOT
red. so he mumbeled yesitisyoursostoopit.
OH MY GOSH how code he say that to
Misses Spencer she is so nice? misses
Spencer telled him Alexander? You hair
is NOT RED. he yeled so loud MY HAIR IS

REDDDDDDDDD

DDD

my gosh all he do is screem this boy!
then Cecilia she sit next to him she yell
at him she sayd STOP YELLING! so Alexa
nder pinshed her arm and pulld her hair
and then he pushed her and she falld out
of her chare. misses spencer had enoff she
sayd Alexander that is the LAST STRAW
you are going OUT side! Stand up lets go!
But he kick the desk and screemed and

he Yeled and he cryed and cryed and cryed
and cryed and Misses Spencer she haved
To pick him up and pull him out side to the
hallway and he keeped crying and yelling
and Cecelia she was crying also.

Today is Tuesday October 10.
Today when misses Spencer taked atendens
We all sayd “Here” but when she come to
Alexander Holmes he sayed PRESIDENT!
I think he meaned present. When it was
Reading time Alexander pretended that
his book is a plane and he flewd it around
and around and he maked the plane sound
like this:

he hit Derek on the head with his plane
book and then he throwed it and it hit
the wall. and Then when we went To music
misses Teegs made him stand in the corner
for time out becaus he use the clarnet
like its a basball bat and he hit paper
balls across the class room. Then he run
around and Push studints out of there chares
So misses Teegs maked him stand in time
out but still We cudint learn or play the

singing game becaz Alexander he screamed
and cryed for the whole time out time.

When we came bak to the class misses
Spencer maked Alexander stand in the
corner by her desk because he tried to
trip Cecelia and she falled and hit her
elbow in the flor and she goed to see the
the nurs and then when Alexander standed
by Misses Spencer desk we were doing the

math problims and he start to yell JULIA
SPENCER JULIA SPENCER JULIA SPENCER
JULIA JULIA JULIA JULIA JULIA

JULIA

becase He seed her frist name and misses
Spencer telled him a tousand times she
Sayd Alexander THAT. IS. E. NOFF. and
misses Spencer realy meaned it becaus her
eyes get SO BIG it looks scery. this
boy Alexander Holmes he makes misses
Spencer realy realy mad. I dont like this

boy Alexander Holmes.

Misses Spencer explained to Alexander
about the “sistum” that she have in her
class. She sayd to him Now Alexander you
have to under stand. In this class room
ther is a sistum. This sistum haves rules. You
have to obay the sistum and you have to
folow the rules. Look how every one folows
the rules? You are part of the sistum so you

have to folow the rules of the sistum just
like all the other studints. Thats what
misses Spencer sayd to Alexander she sayd
it so nice i swear and yes all of us we are
part of the sistum and we all have to folow
the rules. I folow the rules I swear and i
like the sistum. But THIS BOY ALEXANDER
HOLMES OH MY GOSHHH the hole
time Misses Spencer is talking he is not
lisening he just keeped saying in a kuiet

voce joooooo leee aaaaaa

jooooo leeee aaaaaaaaa

he keeped saying that and while she takd
to him he keeped braking crans! He braked
the blue one then the green one then the
yelow one then the purpel one and then
misses Spencer grabbed the crans from
his hand and grab his arm and pull him n
sayd ALEXANDER I’M TALKING TO YOU! and
Alexander sayd OWWWWWW LET GOA
MEEEEEE OWWW DONT TOUCH MEEEE

What a HOREBEL BOY is this Alexander
Holmes!

Misses Spencer maked Alexander stay
after school today to call his house becaz
he throwed the hole pile of papers
out of the window and then during snack
time he opend all the cracker pakets
And throwed them on the flor. So he stayd
In class and we goed to the bus at the end

of the day but he stayed there. I think
he shud stay there FOREVER becaz
this boy he doesnt listen and he doesnt
folow the rules and he dosent obay the
sistum. And every one they are suposed
to obay the sistum.

Today is Wednesday October 11 .
I comed to class early today and i went
to my class room Misses Spencer was
there she said Hello Sweet Hart so nice
and I sat down at my seat but she was
talking in the telefone and she sayd
Can you BELIEVE that? SEvEN children!
No i dont believ there is a father
in the picture. and no Telefone?? Yes well
at first when he told me I didint think it

was possibel, but he was telling the truth!
No telefone no mefod of contact! I mean
what do we do in case of a emerjensy?
I swear to you this hole sichuation is
reedicalus!

I think Misses Spencer was

talking about Alexander Holmes.

When we readed the plejif aleejence
to the flag Alexander was being silly he
keeped making silly annoying sounds like:

u-BLAJA PFHHT-PFHHT UGA WAG
and he standed on his chare and he was
wiggling and making spitting sounds I
seed misses Spencer she take deep
breaths i swear this boy Alexander Holmes
he make every body so mad! so after the
plejif aleejence Misses Spencer moved
Alexanders seat so now he sits next to
Henry insted of Cecelia. I like where
Is Alexanders new seat because it is far

away from me and from the other studints
too exept poor Henry he have to sit nex
to him. And when we were doing the bell
work Alexander rinkle up the paper and
throwed it ALLLLLLLLLLL the way from the
new seat to Cecilias seat he hit her in the
face. She was so mad that she screem and
cryed and she goed out to the hall way
to calm down. Then it was reading time
and Erik was reading the story it was Eriks

turn to read out lowd so Erik readed “And
Then Todder Frog took his food and”
and wile he was reading Alexander
mumbeld
fOoD aNd”

“AnD ThEn TodDeR fRoG ToOk hIs

So Erik Stoped and looked at

Alexander so Alexander stopped and
Erik goed on he sayd “went to the
pond to share it with” And stoopit
Alexander sayd
wItH” And

“wEnT tO ThE pOnD to sHaRe iT

he maked Erik mad so Erik sayd

Misses Spencer tell him to stoppppp and
Alexander said WHATTTTTTTT

IM

READINGGGGGGGGGGGGG So Erik Sayd
But its MY turn and Alexander maked the
most uglyest face I ever seed in my hole
in tire life!

Alexander Holmes hes so ugly and mean.

But today misses Spencer was difrent.she
didnt say about the sistum or give Alexander

the seirus tak or time out or say THAT.
IS. E. NOFF. like she sayd befor. today she
Didn t even lok at him or say any thing to
him! she only help other studints and if some

body sayd that Alexander is bothering them
she sayd Its fine hunny just try to egnor
it thats all she says. I don’t know how come.

Later Alexander scribbled in red cran
on his desk and then he scribbeld on
Henrys desk and then he scribbled on
Henrys SHIRT! Then when we dood the
math problims he just sit in his seat and
maked paper balls. Then when misses Spencer
is not looking he taked the rubber band
and he shoot the paper balls at every body.
And he braked all the crans in the box and
rip his book and stompd Evans foot and puled

Maragarets hair and poked Lauren in the
tummy with a sharp pencil. And thats
when something very scrary hapened
becaz when Laren was crying and Alexander
was laffing misses Spencer standed up
and she sayd in the biggest lowdest voise:

ALEXANDER!
GET OUT !

I never ever EVER heared misses Spencer
Scream before she always smiles and
she is nice and she is pretty and tells us
nice things and jokes and stories But today
she didnt smile as much as befor and she
taked less and then she yelled and screemed

SO LOUD! But u know what? It scard EVRY
body n we were all kwiet but it did not scare
Alexander becaz when misses Spencer
screamd he laffed he laffed harder and

harder he laffed so hard that he felled on
the floor laffing.

When we goed to gym class Alexander
stealed the bag of baseballs and he run
after the studints n throwed the baseballs

at them. He hit Sammy in the leg and
Lauren on the arm and they both
cryed. Then when Mister G put him in time
out Cecelia was doing the jump rope and

Alexander taked it from her and use it
to slap her with it. He hit her on the back
and the leg with it and maked it bleed.
Mister G was so mad at Alexander that
he maked him sit in his ofis by his self.
but that was a bad idea becuse Alexander
threwed every thing outside of the drors
and pushed all the papers and things off
of the desk and hit the macheen with the
stapeler until it breakd and when Mister G

came to yell at him he runned out of the
ofis with the big ruler and hit Erik
so hard in the nose with it that Erik
fell on the flor and lotsa blood camed
out of his nose and the nurs and her helper
had to come and take him out of the gym.
And Mister G grabed Alexander and pulled
him out of the gym so hard and Alexander
screamed like a girl and kicked his legs and
cryed so loud and so hard i swear he is

the most stoopit boy I ever seed I
swear. And then when Mister G was
pulling Alexander so hard out of the gym
he sayd so so so many kuiet bad words to
Alexander but I heared one I never heard
before Mister G called Alexander some
thing called a

ANTIE CRYST .

Today is a realy realy bad day.
during the plejif aleejence to the flag
Alexander drewed a American flag and
He maked the stripes black and the stars
purpel and then he taked sisers and cutted
up the flag and threw it on the flor. when
we finishd the plejif aleejence misses
Spencer comed to Alexander and sayd
Alexander? Are we going to have a good day
today? And Alexander played with his

fingers and sayd

joooo leeee aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

he singed it like a song. So misses
Spencer sayd Excuse me but do NOT
call me that. My name is misses Spencer.
and Alexander sayd

JOOOOOOOOOOOLIA!

Misses Spencer then sayd Alexander I
Am NOT going to say it agen. You dont
call me that you call me Misses Spencer.
Alexander sayd

JULIAAA JULIAAAAAA!

misses Spencer waited a minet she didint

say any thing. Then she get up SO CLOSE
to Alexander like her face almost
touch his face and she sayd to him I
SWEAR she sayd this to him and her face
was so scary she sayd: You lissen to me
you inselent little twerp. I dont know who you
think you are or where you think your coming

from. But in THIS class room we have rules.
We hav order. We have a sistum. And you and
Evryone else are gona folow that sistum. And

let me tell you some thing. The sistum always wins.

so If you so much as TRY to braek the rules
Today im going to squash u lik the vermin that
you are.do you understand me Alexander Holmes?

Whn I heared misses Spencer say those
Things to Alexander in such a kwiet skery
voise that sounded so mean not nice
I putted my head down and closed my
eyes realy tite. I was so scared becaz i
NEVER seed misses Spencer talk like that

before. But the scaryest part of the hole
thing is that when she sayd all thos
things to Alexander he didnt put his head
down or close his eyes or even be skared all
he dood is lookd at misses Spencer right in
her eyes and he was smiling.
I knowed when I seen that that this was
gona be a realy realy bad day.

Misses Spencer moved Alexanders seat

To a desk by his self and it was by the
door. Alexander sat in his new seat and
drewed on a paper. Then misses Spencer
she teached us about clouds and the oh
zon layer but Alexander he didnt say any
thing or be bad he just sat in his seat and
drawed.so then it was group reading
time so we all sitted on the floor with
our groups and we were reading and then
suddenly Amber she screamed so lowd

like this EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
and she jumped on the desk and she
pointed by the wall and there was a BIG
FAT HARRY MOUSE! he crawl by the wall
very fast and he comed by the desks
so every body jumped up and screamed
and runned around the room and we
jump on the chares and the desks and
all the girls were crying and even Shawn
and Derek were cying too. Misses Spencer

she runed to the telefone she was SO
skared! she called the janeter to come
fast and then she sat on her desk and
sayd Its alrite its just a mouse its alrite.
then the janeter comed with a broom and
a jar and he scoped up the ugly mouse and
put him in the jar. Then when he leaved
with the mouse we all come down from the
chares and the desks and we taked about
the mouse and how it was skery. and we

all keeped talking and talking about the
mouse but Mises Spencer she was standing
by her desk and she put her hands on
her hips and she was loking at Alexander
he was still sitting in his desk alone by the
door and he was still sitting and he
keeped drawing on the paper and the hole
time he didint say any thing or do any
thing and he didnt even look up to see
what happened. He just keeped drawing

kuietly and minding his own bisness.

We goed to computers and then
Alexander askd Misses Linch if he can go
to the bathroom. so when he comed back
he haved a cup of water with him and
when he was walking by Misses Linches
desk he triped and all the Water falled on
her desk and her papers and her computer.
Then her computer stopped working and it

maed small electristy. Alexander sayd
im sorry it was a axident. Misses Linch
was mad but she telled Alexander to
go back and sit in his seat. But later she
got REALY mad when alexander ripped
the wire out of the mouse and he broked
off the letters on the keebord and he lost
the ball for the mouse. And that was
Also by Axident.

When we came back from computers
Docter Harding was there with misses
Spencer Docter Harding is the principel
of the school.he was standing by the door
and when we all sat in our seats Misses
Spencer sayd Class you all know Docter
Harding the principel he will be joining us
Today. We all sayd HI DOCTER HARDING
And he smild and sayd Hello Evry One. He
walked around the class room to see us

working.and when he got to Alexanders
seat he sayd Hello yung man you must be
a new studint. What is your name?
And Alexander sayd to him Im Damian
Jones. This boy he is a lier becaz thats
Not his name. Misses Spencer heared
him so she sayd with a smile Are you sure
about that young man? So Docter Harding
sayd Well thats interesting young man
becaz there is no one in the school record

by that name so alexander yelld out HER
NAME IS JUUUUULIAAAAAAAAAAA
And he pointed at Misses Spencer. Docter
Harding sayd Yung man I didnt ask you about
Her name I asked you about yours.and
by the way you shouldnt talk to adults
but Alexander he wasnt lisening he was
singing the song
aaaaaaaa

jooooo leeee aaaaaaaa jooo leeee

and Docter Harding telld him lik a

milyon time to stop singing but he keeped

singing it and Docter Harding loked at
misses Spencer and Misses Spencer looked
at Docter Harding too.

Alexander spilled the red paint on the
carpit and on Docter Hardings shoes but
he sayd it was a axident. Then he hit
ryan on the head with the math book but
he sayd it fell out of his hands and it was
a axident. Then he spraid glue on the

desk and broke the pencil sharpener and
tipped over the music player and made a
hole in the wall when he pushd the chare
so hard on it.and he losed the stapeler and
ripped Amys home work and glued Henrys
note book to the window. But all of these
they were axidents and Alexander he sayd
he felt realy bad for making all those
axidents and he was soooooooo sorry.
And misses Spencer she smild and she

sayd oh well axidents happen I supose.
But she is smart becaz after that she
sayd but we always have to fix our mistakes
so she maked Alexander clean up all of the
axidents that he maked. And when we had
art and snack time he cudint come becaz
he had to stay in class and fix all of his
axidents that he did.

And then a realy realy bad thing happened.

When we goed to recess we were playing
kick ball and alexander wasnt alowed to play
becaz he keeped having lots of axidents.
So wile we were playing he keeped running
on the field and kicking the ball far away
and then running away befor we cud catch
him. So one time he tried to do that and
Anthony caut him and pulled his hair.
So Alexander kiked anthony in the knee
And then he kicked Alen in his leg and

he Kicked Henry and Derek and Ryan
and then he ran around the field and kicked
every body in the leg and then he goed to
the top of the jungel gym and try to
kick all the girls so that they wud jump
off and when he got to Cecelia he pulled
her hair and swinged her and threw her off
of the jungel jym. Then all the teachers
came to the jungel gym to get Alexander
but he was now at the very very top of

the jungel jym.and so all the girls they
start to jump off and to go down the slide
and they were realy realy skared and
Celelia she fell on her leg and she cud not
get up by herself and she cudint move
her leg. Alexander standed on top of the
jungel jym and he laffed and laffed and
all the teachers came out there was
Misses Spencer and Mister G and Miss
Horn and Misses Horvath and then they

called Docter Harding. So Docter Harding
Came out and yelld to Alexander Young man
You come down here rite this INSTENT!!!
So Alexander taked out a big sissers from
his pocket and sayd IF YOU PEOPLE
COME UP HERE IM GONA KILL YOU!
And all the teachers yell to Alexander to
come down and to stop this non cents and
to get the hell off of the jungel gym you
dammed deeman (that was Mister G).

Then Docter Harding sayd he had enoff
He yelld to Alexander he sayd If you do
Not come down here now AND I MEAN
NOW then im coming up after you and it
Will NOT be pretty! So Docter Harding
started to climb the jungel gym and he
goed up to the top but when he got there
Alexander he reach down with the sissers
And he cutted Docter Hardings hand with
it! Docter Harding screamed out lowd

and he comed back down and he had
a VERY big cut on his hand and so so so
much blood. And we all loked up at Alexander
on top of the jungel gym and he looked
down at us and he laffed and laffed
and laffed.

The teachers bringed all the studints
together and we goed inside the gym with
Mister G and Miss Horn and we sat by

the window and we cud see. Docter Harding
and misses Spencer standed out side by
the jungel gym and then we heared the
ambolense truck coming and the docters
come from the ambolense. Then the police
car comed and there was a lot of police
cars and they taked to Alexander on the
speaker and told him to come down but
he stayed there on top. And the ambolanse
docters taked Cecelia and carried her

to the truck on the big white bed with the
wheels. And the police keeped talking to
Alexander to come down but he stayed and
He would not come down. And Then the
ambolense they taked Docter Harding
in the truck too. And we seed Misses
Spencer standing by the Jungel gym and
she was yelling and screaming and she
was so lowd and crazy and when the fire
truck comed and bringed out the ladder

misses Spencer screamed HE IS NO
CHILD THAT IS NO CHILD! IT IS A

FORCE!

IT IS A FORCE OF

NACHURE!
IT IS A

FORCE OF

EVOL!

Today is Friday October 13.
Alexander Holmes was not in school today.
We all comed in and we begined our bell
work but Misses Spencer she did not say
Hello or Good Morning or Sweet Hart and
she didnt smile or joke or do any thing.
She just standed by the chak board and
loked at us very kuietly. Then when it was
reading time she keeped yelling at us to
stop taking and to sit strait and to work

by ourselfs and to stop it stop it STOP IT.
She sended Anthony to the ofis and she
put Erik in time out and she maked
Sara and Lauren and Alen and Nancy stay
in class during resess time. And then she
sayd that we all haved to do home work on
the weekend becaz we could not manej to
stop all the talking and fooling AROND!
She sayd that then she sayd ALL of you
are going to Lern that in this class room

there are RULES and there is ORDER
and there is a strong inportent SISTUM
and you will ALL lern to folow that sistum!
This is a good suxesful sistum and EVRY
ONE HAS TO FOLOW IT!
i miss the old Misses Spencer she was so
nice and pretty and sweet and smart and
i lovd misses Spencer. But then when
Alexander Holmes camed to our class room
He ruined the sistum and now things in

Misses Spencers class are realy difrent.
I wish Alexander Holmes never came to
Misses Spencers class.

i haved to go to the bath room after school
today so I missed the bus.so i goed back
to my class room and sayd to Misses
Spencer can I wait here until my mom
comes? And she said SURE lik that she
sayd it just lik that she sayd it so mean

not ni

mean. So I sittd at my desk and

read my book kuietly and misses Spencer
didint ask me how was your day or what
do you have plans for the weekend she just
sat at her desk and worked on her papers.
Then a little wile later a man nocked at
the door he was a Very Big Man and he
have short hair and big glasses and a big
Tummy and he weared a ty and he had a
woman with him too they comed inside and

shaked hands with Misses Spencer. Then
Misses Spencer and the very big man and
the woman sat down on the desks and they
talked and the big man had a brown envolop
and lots of papers and they keepd asking
misses Spencer questions and writing on
the papers from the envelop and Misses
Spencer started to cry she cryed and she
cryed and she used all of the tissues in the
box I swear she is so nice i love misses

Spencer. And she keeped crying and I
think its becaz they were talking about
Alexander Holmes and about how he camed
and ruined the sistum and about how
things were good but after he came they
becomed bad and I dont kno when things
will go back to being good again.

